
Would you like to spin up an HPC Data Center of any size in the 
Cloud in under 5 minutes with no up-front cost? 
 
The HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center (ODDC) solution gives organizations the ability to spin up 
temporary or persistent HPC infrastructure resources quickly, inexpensively, and on-demand. Access 
to virtually unlimited HPC compute resources become available via major Cloud Service Providers, 
enabling workloads to be run from any geographic location just by inputting cloud credentials.  This 
enterprise-grade solution is used to automatically deploy and build clusters in the Cloud, automatically 
run applications on those clusters, and then terminate the cloud resources, assuring that you only pay for 
what is being used, saving up to 70% of cloud spend. When using the ODDC solution, running workloads in 
the Cloud will cost less than having an on-premise data center, eliminating cost barriers to cloud adoption. 
There will also be a power savings of approximately 50%.

ODDC is a scalable cloud systems management solution that gives organizations the ability to leverage 
public Cloud Service Provider (CSP) resources, without vendor lock-in to any single CSP.  It provides 
ways to run HPC workloads in the cloud as an abstraction layer on top of CSP management consoles.  
Preconfigured Cloud Service Provider access eliminates the complexities of running workloads in the 
Cloud for users without cloud expertise. OCI, AWS, Google Cloud, Azure, OTC, Alibaba, HPC CloudMart, 
VMware, and OpenStack are fully integrated and available through the user-friendly interface (CLI or GUI) 
with deployment ready access. Non-technical end-users can gain access to cloud‐based HPC resources for 
hosting compute‐intensive workflows, such as simulation models, without having to learn how to navigate 
their way around any of the CSPs.

The HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center, using Adaptive Computing’s patented ‘cloud bursting’ technology 
delivers scalable capacity that can be ramped up or down, depending on demand, to balance meeting end-user 
needs while controlling costs. It also provides access to specialized processing resources inherent to cloud 
computing such as large memory, storage, fast networking, and GPUs.

The ODDC acts as an operating system for the Cloud. Just like an operating system is an abstraction layer for 
a hardware platform, the ODDC is an abstraction layer for cloud platforms. This simple, yet powerful cloud 
management solution enables seamless access to all compute resources, whether on-premise or in the Cloud.

With the HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center your organization can access specialized HPC capabilities, when 
you need them, on-demand, from anywhere in the world, and deployed within 5 minutes. 
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Preconfigured connections to the major CSPs are built into the multi-cloud interface

HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center
Cloud Systems Management Solution

PRODUCT FAMILY DATA SHEET

 � From a ‘single pane of glass’ (UI) deploy and manage clusters in 
multiple CSPs or multiple regions within a single CSP 

 � Multi-cloud: dynamically expand your on-premise cluster to any 
Cloud Service Provider 

 � Shared Clusters: Collaborate and share clusters across multiple 
users with only one set of cloud credentials 

 � Spin up an unlimited number of nodes in the same amount of 
time as it takes to spin up one – 5 minutes 

 � Container Support: containers such as Docker, Singularity, and 
Kubernetes are fully supported, though the use of containers is 
not required 

 � Easily switch between and move across clouds  

 � Cloud multi-node jobs are allocated on optimal resources 
without administrators micromanaging the process 

 � Manage homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters 

 � Comprehensive management across the following 
environments: Public Cloud, Private Cloud, Corporate Cloud, 
Containers, Virtualized, and Edge 

 � Enhanced file management and job output 

 � Auto-Deploy CI/CD Pipelines: CI/CD is improved by enabling 
automation at any part of the pipeline and can be enabled 
quickly to handle a new pipeline with ease 

 � Provide a single point of control for provisioning and 
deprovisioning infrastructure resources 

 � Cost-Effective Automation Testing: ODDC allows developers 
to test on a large variety of high-performance machines and 
specific environments 

 � Schedule and orchestrate both HPC and Enterprise workloads; 
fully integrated with VMware and OpenStack  

 � Embedded Application: The solution can be embedded into an 
existing application interface to run the application in the Cloud 

 � Frequently used job scripts can be saved to quickly reuse when 
needed for running the same workflow 

 � Application Deployment and Portability: ODDC is  ‘application 
agnostic’ enabling migration of any application to cloud-based 
resources or portability from one cloud to another 

 � Deliver your HPC applications to any private or public cloud as 
well as from one Cloud Service Provider to another

FEATURES

http://www.adaptivecomputing.com
https://adaptivecomputing.com/contacts/
https://adaptivecomputing.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/MultiCloudt-5-19-22.png
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Adaptive Computing’s Moab HPC Suite is included 
with the HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center 

Moab HPC Suite consists of several high-performance computing products 
including the patented Moab HPC Workload Manager which is a job scheduling 
and management system for use on clusters, supercomputers, and grids by 
global HPC customers. Highly optimized and configurable, Moab can support a 
large array of scheduling and fairness policies, dynamic priorities, and extensive 
reservations. Moab is widely used across the HPC landscape to optimize the 
manageability and efficiency of systems ranging in complexity from clusters of a 
few processors to multi-teraFLOPS supercomputers. 

Only Moab provides predictive scheduling and supports the breadth of HPC, Big 
Data, AI, ML, etc. both on-premise and in the Cloud. The HPC Cloud On-Demand 
Data Center solution is fully integrated with Moab to automate HPC Cloud 
infrastructure deployment, monitoring, scaling, and shutdown of cloud resources, 
enabling true ‘hybrid cloud’. The combination of the Moab HPC Suite solution 
and the HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center solution provides monitoring and 
management of all on-premise and cloud HPC resources. Further, the HPC Cloud 
On-Demand Data Center solution automatically scales cloud resources up and 
down to meet demand while controlling costs. Also, while deployed, clusters can 
be automatically re-sized up or down without bringing down the cluster. 

Top Concerns with HPC in the Cloud 

The top concerns with HPC in the Cloud are performance, data, security and cost. 
The HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center solves all four of these concerns.  To get 
the same or better performance in the Cloud as you would have on-premise, the 
application must be matched to the proper bare metal compute infrastructure 
and a ‘Data Anywhere Strategy’ must be properly applied. When these two 
elements are correctly addressed, there is no issue with performance.  

Performance and Composable Infrastructure: With the HPC Cloud On-Demand 
Data Center, users can select infrastructure resources in the Cloud on a case-by-
case basis to meet specific workload requirements. As long as they are offered as 
stand alone components within the Cloud Service Provider, custom infrastructure 
elements such as CPUs, GPUs, size of memory, storage, and network type can 
be selected individually. Choosing these items separately allows for unlimited 
infrastructure configuration options. This is ideal for matching cloud resources 
to specific requirements of particular workloads. Most major CSPs offer a broad 
range of compute instances for customization of infrastructure to match the 
specific workload requirements. All of the infrastructure elements can be selected 
through the ODDC interface prior to running your applications. Studies have 
shown that by matching the instance type to the workload requirements, there is 
a 65% reduction in workload time to-complete using the ODDC.

InfiniBand connectivity is supported between all nodes to minimize latency. Fast 
interconnection network configurations include High Bandwidth, Low Latency 
Cluster Networking for the highest level of performance for HPC workloads in 
the Cloud. Accelerate visualization of complex data models and structures using 
specialized resources such as NVIDIA GPUs. Deploy and scale up heterogenous 
clusters and specialized infrastructure when you need it from any geographic 
location or device connected to the internet.

Data Anywhere Strategy: The ODDC utilizes a strategy called “Data Anywhere”. 
This means your input and/or output data can be located anywhere; either 
on-premise, in one or more Cloud Service Providers, or in a structured or 
unstructured file system. It does not matter where your data or file systems reside. 
Your data can be easily managed by using the ODDC scripting language. The 
‘Data Anywhere’ function pulls data from external sources or includes it in the 
deployment stack. 

Scalable and independent storage is available through the Cloud Service 
Providers. Gain accessibility to high-speed cloud storage and fast parallel file 
system performance. Share data between compute nodes via NFS, BeeGFS, 
and other supported file systems. VPN protocols are common for data transfer, 
however, a leased line or a high-speed data connection can be used to increase 
data transfer throughput.

Data Staging: Storing and accessing the large amounts of data that some HPC 
applications generate can become a challenge. However, when using Moab 
with the HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center, several data staging use cases are 
supported such as staging data to and from a shared file system, staging data 
to or from node storage on a single compute node, and staging data from on-
premise to cloud storage and back.

Security: All major Cloud Service Providers have security measures designed 
to protect cloud-based infrastructure, applications, and data. These measures 
ensure user and device authentication, data and resource access control, and data 
privacy protection. When the HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center deploys your 
infrastructure resources in the Cloud, all CSP security protections such as visibility 
and compliance, compute-based security, network protections, and identity 
security apply.  Within the HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center administrators can 
set up user accounts allowing for access control and cloud cost control. 

Cost Control: Avoid an up-front investment in an expensive hardware purchase 
and installation by using ODDC instead of expanding your on-premise data 
center.  There is no need for additional floor space, air conditioning, power, or 
personnel. 

The most cost-effective option to access HPC in the Cloud without an up-front 
investment is to use Adaptive Computing’s HPC CloudMart (powered by OCI). This 
is an all-inclusive pay-as-you-go offering with the Moab HPC Suite and HPC Cloud 
On-Demand Data Center running in OCI. You will never pay an up-front cost or 
be required to make a spending commitment as is usually the case with the Tier 
1 CSPs. There are also additional discounts based on particular infrastructure 
requirements. 

Automatically deprovisioning cloud resources when no longer needed reduces 
public cloud usage hours by 50-70%. Teams can automatically deploy and build 
clusters in the Cloud, automatically run applications on those clusters, and then 
terminate the cloud resources on a daily, weekly, or even hourly basis. (Automated 
deployment and release of nodes) By automatically shutting down nodes when 
not in use or using the ODDC destroy cluster command, you can be assured 
there are no orphan artifacts left running within any Cloud Service Provider. 
Use scripted components to automate and reduce manual processes and use 
automation in ODDC to take unused capacity offline saving cloud usage costs. 

HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center
Cloud Systems Management Solution
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http://www.adaptivecomputing.com
https://adaptivecomputing.com/contacts/
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Select Bursting Configurations

Job Queue

Bursting Configurations that Bring the Fastest Time to Results at the Lowest Possible Cost
“Only pay when in use”

Bursting Service Enabled

Bursting Service Off 

HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center

Min Burst

Max Burst

Burst All

 Existing Cluster

 Existing ClusterPersistent

On-Demand

A B C

New Cluster

HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center TM

Spins up the minimum 
number of compute nodes 

required to complete all jobs 
in the job queue. This is ideal 

for budgeting and controlling 
cloud usage costs.

Spins up enough compute nodes 
to complete all the jobs in the 

job queue immediately. Gets 
results as fast as possible.

Spins up all or a 
portion of the 
licensed instances 
in a cluster that 
remains persistent.

Head node stays 
active, compute 
nodes are 
destroyed.

Head node stays 
active, compute 
nodes go off-line.

Full cluster is 
destroyed 
including the 
head node.

Spins up all available nodes at one 
time. Automatically shuts down all 

nodes upon job completion.

The HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center bursting function detects which jobs are in the 
job queue and automatically spins up, takes off-line, or shuts down nodes depending 
on the total requirements for the job queue. If there are not enough on-line nodes to run 
all jobs, bursting will bring on as many nodes as needed. If there are more nodes than 
needed, the excess nodes will be taken off-line. 

Cloud Bursting configurations that bring the fastest time to results at the lowest possible cost

U.S. Patent No. 11,134, 013 and U.S. Patent No. 11,372,689

Adaptive Computing Patented Cloud Bursting Technology

The Pure Cloud Solution 

Computation-intensive analysis and simulation can now be performed from any
geographic location on a pay-as-you-go basis. When the HPC Cloud On-Demand
Data Center solution is used in a cloud-only implementation, there is not any
requirement for on-site infrastructure. The user can run applications via a web
interface using a laptop or any device connecting to the internet.

No Job Scheduler is Required: The Pure Cloud Installation does not require 
an HPC scheduler since Adaptive’s own open source scheduler Maui is already 
included with ODDC. However, the HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center pure 
cloud installation supports all other HPC job schedulers such as Moab, SLURM, 
PBS Pro, and LSF.

Use Cases For HPC Pure Cloud: HPC is becoming relevant to a broad range 
of mainstream businesses that can now access advanced computing without 
building and maintaining their own HPC Data Centers. Any organization or 
individual can now run multiple application types and compute-intensive 
workflows in the Cloud such as AI, Machine Learning, Data Analytics, CAE, EDA, 
VFX Rendering, Reservoir Simulations, etc. While your models and simulations 
may run on one Cloud Service Provider initially, the HPC Cloud On-Demand Data 
Center solution is easily expandable to a multi-cloud environment.

Patented Cloud Bursting Technology Achieves  
True ‘Hybrid Cloud’  

The HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center solution emphasizes ‘cloud bursting’ 
capabilities. Organizations can achieve a true ‘hybrid cloud’ experience and 
expand their on-premise resources by ‘bursting’ their workload backlog to the 
Cloud, eliminating long wait times in job queues and providing a better  
end-user experience.

The HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center solution automates the expansion of 
on-premise clusters and dynamically utilizes the scalability of the Cloud by also  
‘bursting’ workload backlog to an external public cloud when resources are not 
sufficient to accommodate peaks in demand. All required workload resources are 
automatically deployed as needed. When the workload backlog has completed, 
the cloud resources are automatically deprovisioned from the cloud provider. 
Cloud Bursting can be set up to deploy applications dynamically or on-demand 
for true scalability and elasticity. Be assured there are no remaining instances left 
running within the Cloud Service Provider, racking up unexpected usage charges.

Manage resource expansion and contraction of bursty workloads utilizing 
additional resources from private/public clouds or other data centers to integrate 
new physical or cloud-based assets.

http://www.adaptivecomputing.com
https://adaptivecomputing.com/contacts/


About Adaptive Computing
Adaptive Computing is a trusted leader in High-Performance Computing and Enterprise Software, providing advanced applications and tools to some of the world’s largest computing
installations. Our experience is earned from more than a decade of solving IT management challenges in the most scale-intensive and complex environments in the world and as pioneers
in the High-performance Computing (HPC) and cloud computing revolutions. Our mission is to help organizations to enhance performance, improve efficiency and reduce costs.

Headquarters: 1100 5th Ave South, Suite 201, Naples, FL, 34102      Phone: +1 239-330-6093
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Cloud-based Disaster Recovery 
If you have a network or power outage, system failure, natural disaster, or other incident that causes a 
disruption or loss of your physical data center or your Cloud Service Provider has an outage, the HPC Cloud 
On-Demand Data Center offers a cost-effective disaster recovery plan to resume normal operations. This 
cloud-based disaster recovery option is an affordable alternative to duplicating your on-premise systems in 
an off site location. The significant business costs for implementing and maintaining a second data center 
can also be avoided. Eliminate your current disaster recovery plan expense and apply the savings to your 
cloud usage costs.

With the ODDC’s strong disaster recovery capability, you can quickly recover affected data, applications, 
and servers to another infrastructure environment running within one or several Cloud Service Providers.
Scripts and images built previously within ODDC can replicate physical infrastructure and workload 
components to virtual or bare metal servers and other cloud resources and offer fail over in the event of 
a disaster. Utilizing ODDC will diminish initial cloud setup and preparation should disaster strike. You can 
spin-up and maintain key applications in a matter of minutes.

Stacks and Deployment Images 

The HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center permits users to define stack components that allow applications 
to be run in the Cloud. The ODDC takes those definitions and automatically builds the deployment image 
needed to run the workload in the Cloud. The same job script can be used on premise and in the Cloud. 
Using scripted components to automate manual processes enables HPC capabilities that rapidly scale up 
(and down) without the need for IT intervention. Configure stacks, run test jobs, run custom jobs, run jobs 
on any major Cloud Service Provider and view job output from a single interface.

HPC Cloud On-Demand Data Center
Cloud Systems Management Solution

PRODUCT FAMILY DATA SHEET
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Technical approach to integrating the customer’s on-premise assets with those within the Cloud Service Providers

 � Easy to use, manage, and configure  

 � Instantly launch or scale up HPC infrastructure 

 � Prevent Cloud Service Provider vendor lock-in 

 � Eliminate the costs and lead time of making additional 
hardware purchases 

 � Automated infrastructure provisioning: Automatically 
deploy and build clusters in the cloud, then use 
automation to take unused capacity off-line saving 
cloud usage costs 

 � Highly flexible and customizable 

 � Get true scalability and elasticity 

 � Fire off jobs from your laptop or create and manage a 
cluster right from your iPad....On-demand 

 � Access advanced computing power, and gain virtually 
unlimited capacity in the Cloud 

 � Extend your on-premise resources to the Cloud to meet 
peak demand, increase capacity, or eliminate backlog 

 � Solve cloud migration challenges 

 � Intelligently manage cloud resources so that they can 
be used cost-effectively and efficiently 

 � Balance workloads between on-premise and cloud 
infrastructures; Deliver Hybrid IT by spreading your tech 
infrastructure across different Cloud Service Providers 
and on-premise infrastructure 

 � Flexible pricing and licensing models 

 � Increase productivity and accelerate time to results  by 
taking advantage of automation 

 � Users without technical knowledge can create 
temporary or persistent HPC clusters quickly on any 
Cloud Service Provider 

 � Run HPC workloads in the Cloud or increase on-premise 
compute capacity immediately without an up-front 
investment on an as-needed basis 

 � Improve management by providing controls for one-
off projects with contractors

BENEFITS

http://www.adaptivecomputing.com
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